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Digester Publication Resumed
Powell River Company Limited, with this issue resumes publica-

tion of the DicgsTEer, which was originally started in November of

1922 and discontinued in February of 1932. The Diczsrer has
always been, and we hope will continue to be, a source of good will

with our customers, employees and friends. It is our aim to bring
closer together the common problems of each.

To all our readers we extend our kindest wishes for a very Merry

Christmas and a Happy and Prosperous New Year.
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“What We Know About the
Paper Business’’
By PAUL HOSMER

Editor, Deschutes “‘Pine Echoes’

E"VE had a very signal

signal will be one if by

out on paper—and they make a very
good windbreak, too, if you ask us.
Every now and then we take the sack

land and two if by sea). The POWELL

off a quart and wrap it up in plain

River DIGESTER is about to be re-

paper, thinking we are fooling somebody while trying to get it home. We

honor conferred on us (the

sumed, and we've been asked to write
‘a story for the first edition telling what

we know about the paper business.
Well, we've been trying to wangle a
ride up to Powell River on the Greta

M for the past 15 years, and our
batting average has been something
below minus .00 for the season; but
if Harold Foley wants a story on what
we know about the paper business,
here it is. It's a very funny thing that
Harold has to write to us to find out
about the paper business. When we

got Harold's letter we pulled a sigh
that would have fed a pipe-organ all
afternoon, because we don't know
much about the paper business. It’s
still something of a mystery why they

pay a guy all that money to run a
big paper mill of that kind, and then

have to ask us to tell them how it
should be run. They ought to pay us
something, too.
Anyway, we know quite a lot about

paper. We read it every evening if
we can get the funnies away from
the kids before bedtime. Our ofhce is
lined with a number of original drawings for some of our stories all traced

sign little slips of it trying to square
ourselves around the neighborhood,

and we're usually sorry we did it

afterwards. We are wearing a suit of

clothes now which we think is made
of paper, and we smoked a gift cigar
last night which we know was made

of it. The reason we think our suit
is made of paper is because when
we came home the other night in a
pouring rain, our vest was gone.
People make boxes out of paper,
and make life miserable for people like
us who work for wood box factories.
We keep the cold out with it, set the

furnace flue on fire with it, wipe our
face with it, eat with it, drink out of it.
And when everything else has been
done with it, we can always go out
on the front lawn and pick up a piece
of paper which has blown away from
some picnic party. Nobody can tell us
we don't know all about paper.
The actual process of making paper
is very simple. Several cords of wood

are brought into the mill, ground up

into a pulp and mixed with a few
things to make it hold together. Then
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it goes through a machine that is about
a block long and costs a million dollars.
When the pulp comes out at the other

ating in northern Minnesota, and in
those days the rivers and streams

end it is all finished and nicely rolled

up on a spool, ready to print stuff
like this on, and then throw away
to blow across our front yard. It’s a

the logs from the woods to the mills.
Nearly all lumber companies ‘rafted’
their logs to the mills, and it was not
an infrequent occurrence for rafts of

very simple thing to make paper and

logs to break up. With many com-

practically anybody with 15 million

panies using the same stream it was
necessary, therefore, to mark the logs
in some way so that ownership, particularly of lost logs, could be estab-

dollars can start up a plant.

We've told you just a few of the
more important details about what we
know about the paper business. Don’t
get the idea that we don't know more.

The reason we don’t enlarge on the
subject is that some people might get
to thinking we were bragging about

afforded the principal means of getting

lished. The first rough brand was
made by six blows of an axe which
formed three chipped-out places on

the side of the log near one end,
forming a crude triangle. It was at

how much we know, and we can't have
that. We're a very bashful guy and we

that time Brooks-Scanlon adopted the

would hate to have people point us out

company’s logs.

mark of the triangle to identify the

on the street and whisper, “There's

‘It became apparent later that the

the fellow who knows all about paper.”

original Brooks-Scanlon log brand lent
itself naturally to use as a trade-mark.

It puts us right up in the headlines,
like Mussolini, and we shun publicity
like we would an open manhole. The
only reason we wrote this thing in the

And that, briefly, is the story of how
the present triangular trade-mark, so
familiar in connection with Brooks-

first place was to see if the news about

Scanlon products, origina

what we know about paper sounded

hollow when you dropped it on the
sidewalk.

Bus (mess
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Origin of the Triangle
We have been often asked if the
triangle used as the Powell River label
has any special significance. The story

As a Brooks-Scanlon organization,
the triangle was adopted as the basic
design for Powell River, and adorned”
with ‘Indian Totem Poles, over which

is the word “Teshquoit,” the original
Indian name for Powell River. This
is the present label appearing on every

roll of newsprint shipped from the
plant.

as told in the current issue of the

The forests of Canada rank third,
after agriculture and mining, among
“A little over fifty years ago the the primary industries in their conBrooks-Scanion interests were oper’ ’ tribution to the national production.
Brooks-Scanlon News will be of general interest:
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LOGGING

The original Kew Garden flagpole as it was fallen ix the woods wear ‘Stillwater. This tree, as it steod in the forest, was probably about 280 feet tail.

Big Sticks of the Gordon Pashas
Mighty Timbers Logged from Brooks-Scanlon Limits
N British Columbia, trees “grow
taller faster than in any place

(Sree wv FTE
vividly recollects a huge crowd of
people standing around the confines

‘in the world.” We are not of the Court House in Vancouver. In

aware to whom this statement may be

one corner of the grounds a huge hole

originally attributed. We do know,
however, that some of the largest

yawned. On the ground, men in shirt

‘“sticks’’ the world has ever seen were

ing directions to other groups of men

sleeves dashed furiously about, shout:

nurtured in the fertile soil of our

clustered around a huge stick of

province, where gigantic forest kings
300 feet tall and 15 feet in diameter

timber, trimmed, painted and ready

are not unknown. Within twenty

lines, all were in readiness. Anxious
contractors roared last minute direc-..
tions. Men ran around gesticulating
wildly to each other. As final preparations to raise the big flagpole neared
an end, the chattering of the crowd

miles of Powell River, along.the banks

of Lois River, at least three of the
mightiest specimens of timber to ever

face the pruning knife of civilization
were logged.

Seventeen years ago the writer

for raising. Block, tackle, rigging,

ceased. Some of the nervous tenseness
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evident in the face and movements of
the contractors seemed to have com-

municated itself to the audience.
Suddenly came a tense whisper, “Ah,

she’s moving!” and slowly — nerveracking slowness it was—the gigantic
timber, guided by the rigging lines,
rose in the air. The bulk sank gradually into the concrete-lined bed prepared for its reception—and what was
then the largest flagpole in the British
Empire was triumphantly raised aloft
on the grounds of Vancouver's Court
House.

A few weeks ago, the famous pole
which had graced the grounds of the
Court House for nearly a quarter of

century was taken down. Dry rot
had set in at the base. Its days were
numbered. Its life of usefulness was
drawing to a close, and the old warrior
was removed to give place to a younger

High rigger during dismantling of the
Vancouver Court House flagpole. This

flagstaff was originally cut from tbe
Brooks-Scazlon linits at Stiliwater, B. C.

ind lustier representative.

The Court House flagpole is only
one of the famous flagpoles logged on

the Brooks-Scanlon limits at Stillwater. The big 214-foot pole now
resting in London’s celebrated Kew
Gardens—the tallest flagpole in the

British Empire—was cut from this
area: the flagstaff at the University of
B.C. was born in the fertile soil of the
Lois Lake country. All over 200 feet,
they are considered among the finest
flagstaffs in the world, and are world-

wide publicity agents for the great
soft wood forests of B. C.

Canada is now selling very large
the Vancouver Court House flagdoie —

one of the large sticks of the Gordon
Pasbas.

quantities of machinery in the United
Kingdom.
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Big Trees of New Zealand
Kauri Pine Attains Diameter of 15 Feet
meaning of this golden silence, and
from London, along with his kindest
regards, scnt the following lines. The
specimen reproduced on this page 1s

one of the Kauri pines—of Waipona

Kauri Forest, North Island, New
Zcaland :

“When I] was in your ofhce in
Vancouver, Mr. Foley asked me
something about trees in New Zealand, and I told him about our Kauri ;
pine. T may have interpreted wrongly
the silence which followed my state- _
ment that these trees sometimes attain °

a diameter of 15 feet, but I had the
feeling that it was received with the
polite incredulity that a tall fish story —
Specimen of the famous Kauri Pine, grown

sometimes evokes! In case there should |

trees attain diameters of 15 feet.

he any misapprehension regarding our

Elscwhere in these pages, we indulge in a little mild boasting of the
giant trees of British Columbia. We
British Columbians are apt to be a
bit patronizing about our trees, and
a gentle jolt is occasionally good for
our paternalistic souls.

Zealand, I enclose a couple of photo-

in Norté Island, New Zealand. These

Recently, Mr. Harold Foley and
Mr. E. C. Huie, representative of the
Christchurch press, were talking tim-

ber. Mr. Huie casually mentioned
that 15-foot trees were not unconmon in New Zealand.
Mr. Foley, being a man of tact, was

silent. He thought of certain fish
stories he had heard, and said nothing.

Mr. Hutie correctly interpreted the

ability to produce big trees in New.
graphs to show that we could make
a moderately creditable entry in a big

trec competition. The tree with the fence around it is 43 feet in circumference, and the nearest branch is 60
feet from the ground. It is preserved
as a specimen. The other has been-

converted into lumber, and,
tunately, the supply is fast running
out.

Canadian newsprint is exported to
more than 30 countries, and our total
exports are greater than those of the
rest of the world combined.
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Powell River Sales Company
Formed
To’ simplify selling of its paper
{o its many customers and to make
possible a complete service, the Powell
River Company Ltd., have established

a separate and independent corpora-

tion to be known as Powell River

In addition, it permits of a more
efhcient organization and allows this

organization to render additional
service, certain to be appreciated by
citished customers and calculated to
add to their numbers.

Sales Company Ltd.

From January 1, the paper manu-

factured at Powell River will be
sold entirely through the new sales
a

organization.

Primary purpose of the = sharehalders in setting up the new and
separate sales company 1s to" relieve
the manufacturing organization of the

Coronation Watermark
Papermakers arc rising to the

Coronation
occasi
cronation Oo¢casioy

ana

elt é:

pro:

ducing papers suitable for use im
this connection. An effort of great

the marketing and distributing end of

appropriateness is that of Messrs. J.
Barcham Green and Son, the wellknown hand-made papermakers, of

the business.

Hayle Mill, Maidstone. Their new

mnumerable problems connected with

This is no innovation in the news:
print industry, having. been adopted
as standard practice by all other units

of the industry elsewhere. It has
been tried out and found wholly
satisfactory, and it has been only after
mature consideration that it has been
adupted by the directors of the Powell
River Company Ltd.

Coronation paper carries a distinctive
watermark embodying a symbol of the

Crown and the date, “A.D. 1937."

It is made 1014 x 8 flat for correspondence purposes. A duplicate
watermark, however, has also been
prepared so that the shect may be
folded once, this form being also useful

for announcements, menus and the

While this change in organization
adds another member to the group

like. Next year, in the carly part at
all events, many functions in this

of organizations interested in and

country will revolve around the festtv1ties associated with the Coronation of

Powell River Company Ltd., it still

King George VI, and this hand-made
paper, a unique product in itself, will

with opcrations of | the
leaves in responsible charge, a per:
“amnel which has helped to cstablish

and build up the many markets in
which newsprint produced at Powell
River is now sold.

offer opportunities of identifying
letters and social gatherings with this
historic event.
—World Paper Review.
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Smith returned from the county fair
looking pretty glum. “[ bet everything
I had on that horse you told me was a

Customer: “Are those eggs strictly
fresh?”

sure thing,” he complained to his

those eggs, George, and see if they
are cool enough to sell yet.”

neighbor Jones, “and he lost.”

Grocer (to his clerk): ‘Feel of

“Why, he should have won in a
walk!” exclaimed Jones.
“No,” replied Smith sadly, “he tried

that.

Then there is that wise married
couple who forgot their differences,

and decided to start life anew by
burning all their bridge prizes behind

‘So the Grecian lass used an ugly
word when you asked her for a kiss,

them.

Eddie?”

“Yes, she said ‘NO! ”

A truculent lumberjack was walking past a saloon when he overheard

two men in conversation. Being 2
“How did you find your husband
when you returned from your vaca-

tion?

“Oh, I just happened to stumble
over him while I was cleaning up the
cellar.”

little bit soused he promptly horned
into the party.
“Are you gintlemin arguin’ about
Ireland?” he wanted to know.

“No, we're not,” replied one of
the men. “We're simply discussing
some personal affairs.

Auctioneer: “What am I offered

for this beautiful bust of Robert
Burns?”

Man in crowd: “That ain't Burns:
that’s Shakespeare.”

Auctioneer: “Well, folks, the joke’s
on me. That shows what I know about
the Bible.”>

The logger went on his way appar-

ently satished. But he didnt go more
than a few steps when an idea struck
him and he wobbled back to the two

“Say,” he growled belligerently,
>

‘maybe you guys think Ireland ain't .
worth arguin’ about!"
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We Resume Publication
In February, 1932, operating curtailments essential in face of adverse
economic factors, compelled suspension of the POWELL RIVER DIGESTER.

At

that time it was stated publication would be resumed when justified by the
world outlook.

The paper industry has passed through trying times. The difficulties

cannot all be laid on the doorstep of the general world collapse in 1929.

Even

prior to this date, the newsprint outlook was far from satisfactory. it was a
“rowing source of anxiety to sane and reflective minds.

New machines were being built helter-skelter without regard to the domNew

inant feature of actual demand—or even reasonably anticipated demand.

mills were built, feverish competition followed. Many foundations were

poorly laid; many were ill-conceived. All the attendant dislocation inseparable to sharp growing pains were apparent in the newsprint industry long
lefore the 1929 upheaval hastened the process.

Happily, the basic soundness of the industry has surmounted this long
period of uncertainty and distress. Perhaps the depression was not entirely

an all wind. From the crucible of adversity, the newsprint industry has
-merged purified—with a general soberness and stability lacking in the heady
and hectic “twenties.”

Today a sanely optimistic outlook is justified. The industry is not clear
at the woods—but we have ceased our frantic wanderings in the thick under-

rush.

Our feet are on the path leading to brighter days. There are still
But
We
Nave discarded many retarding influences on our long journey through the
Lrees along the roadside—and still more than one sharp curve before us.
he greener fields of a steady—and, we hope, saner prosperity lie ahead.
WEE yds.

We are better equipped to travel wisely.

And so, we say, an optimistic keynote is justified. And on that optimistic
keynote the PowELL RIVER DIGESTER again journeys to the homes of our
employees and to the offices of our friends and publishers. We hope it may
provide the former with some items of interest—(we eventually hope of instruct1on)—and serve as the same friend to our family of publishers who know
and use Powell River newsprint.

And at this time we extend to all employees and their families — and
io all our friends in the newsprint world Compliments of the Season and
Simcere Good Wishes for a Merry Christmas and Happier New Year.
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Studying Our Customers’
Requirements
Epiror’s Notre: This is the first of a series of brief sketches, describing the many
installations tending to improvement in quality, that have been introduced through the

anal of Fag
a hale research
continue
in forthcoming
issues.

and operating departments. These articles will b
Their main purpose is to act as a
blending medium, to eliminate the
varying stock changes, always a source

of trouble to the paper maker. The
tanks ensure uniform freeness, and
practically climinate all varying stock
characteristics on the paper machines.

The result has been a distinct and
decided improvement in the quality
of Powell River newsprint.
In future issues we will continue

these brief sketches, outlining the

Groundwood storage and blending tanks
installed by the Powell River Company.
The tanks are one of the many ixstaliations designed to improve the quality,
color and texture of Poweli River newsprint.

The Groundwood storage and
blending tanks shown above are one

of the many installations made in
recent years by the Powell River
Company to meet our customers’ re-

quirements in quality, texture and
color.

Fach of the three tanks is 34 feet

studies and installations designed for
the one object—the maintenance and
constant improvement in the quality

of Powell River newsprint.

Library Books
A new shipment of books will be
received by the Library on January
ist. All the best sellers, fiction and

non-fiction, are included. Among
the non-fiction books of general interest are the two volumes of “Haig,”

by Duff-Cooper; “The Life of Admiral Jellicoe,” by Admiral Bacon;
Peter Fleming's “News from Tartary’ ;

in diameter and 65 feet high, and

and Heiser's “American Doctor's

together have a total capacity of 150
tons of dry stock.
This ensures a reserve supply of

Odyssey.” The fiction list is large and
well selected, including Yeats Brown's

stock in the event of a break-down

“Lancer at Large”; Vera Brittain's
“Honorable Estate”: Masons “Fire

or repairs in any part of the mill.

Over England,” etc.
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Powell River Employees
Widen Insurance Benefits
N Sunday, December 13th,

members of the Powell
River Employees’ Sick

Benefit Society held an extraordinary

general meeting to vote on an important proposed change in the bylaws of the association.

Briefly, the plan proposed was to
widen the present scheme to provide

hospital and medical attention for
dependents of employees. The proposed amendment would in no way

interfere with present benefits or
assessments.

Charles H. Beecroft, Vice-President

of the association, spoke briefly to
cmployees, asking them to maintain
an active interest in its operation, and
pointing out the general advantages to
all employees of the new amendment.

The amendment, in its original
form, was passed unanimously. The
Powell River Employees Sick Benefit

plan is now in a position to invite
comparison from any of the most

3 Free medicine.

4. X-ray and laboratory services
free.

5. Cash benefits to employees.
6. Dependents have same hospital
and medical care as employecs,
as under items 1 to 4 inclusive.

7. Dependents have choice of any
physician in the district.
All employees on company payroll included in the scheme.

The Powell River Employces’ Sick
Benefit Association has bcen in force
since 1921. At the present time there
are approximately 1,500 members.
Monthly assessments are $2.50 per
employee. This has been the established rate, and no upward revision 1s
contemplated as a result of bringing
in dependents.
The new plan affords an additional
sense of relief and security from the
worries and expense of hospital treatment of dependents.

advanced Health Insurance plans in
force on this continent: and confers

Naval Defence—The Royal Cana-

henefits to employees and dependents

dian Navy has an authorized com-

considerably in excess of those possible under the B. C. Provincial Health

insurance Act. Briefly, the services
accorded under the plan are as follows:

1. Services of a physician.
2. Twenty-six weeks free hospital
care for any one illness.

plement of 104 officers and 812
ratings; four destroyers and one mine

sweeper in commission; two mine
sweepers in reserve; 70 officers and

4230 men in the Royal Canadian
Naval Reserve. The establishment of
the Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer
Reserve is 70 officers and 930 men.
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Powell River Athletes to the
Fore in Provincial Competition
Mice Dat

By Lew GRIFFITHS

, 476
*T is Labor Day-“on the Central
Sports Grounds of Nanaimo
there is excitement, confusion;
the wordless, throbbing mutter of a
crowd. The Women's Championships,

crowning event of the year for the
feminine portion of British Columbia's
great track and field ‘following, are in

5/2
ee RIDEN

“First, Marion Borden, Powell
River,” chants the voice of the announcer. “Time, 11 seconds flat, a
new provincial record.”
Perhaps the outstanding feat of a
Powell River athlete during the sum-

mer, this achievement of Marion
Borden, who began her track career

only last spring, is still far from
Bewildered, still a little shy at being

an entrant in a real championship

meet, Marion Borden, trim little

being the only mark made by a Powell
Riverite in the outside world of sport.

Martin Naylor, ace of the Powell

sixteen-year-old Powell River school

River track team, of which Miss

girl, with only scant months’ experi-

Borden is a m

ence on the cinders, awaits the running
of the junior 75-yard dash.

way back to

, journeyed all the
ontreal, and rated as

one of the sprint threats on the strong

Te is announced, and with awed

B. C. party that invaded the East for

eyes, and a vague, breathless feeling,
she lines up in a field that represents

the Olympic trials. Naylor, along

the cream of the young provincial

a joint Canadian record of 21 5/10

sprint queens.

for the 200 metres, and was a member
°

The gun—and Marion is left in her
holes.

But not for long. With the entire
field breaking away from her, Marion
remembers she can run. She does run.

From a standing start she comes up
to catch those bunched behind the
leaders at the twenty-five-yard mark.

At the fifty-yard mark she is chal-

with McPhee, Orr and Humber, holds

of the relay team that smashed the
Canadian record at Montreal. He is
today considered among Canada's
first four sprint men. Bobby Redhead,
Tommy Porter and Jack McGuire, all
team-mates of Naylor, placed in major

provincial meets during the summer.

Golfers Lead

lenging those very leaders; and at the

Not all Powell River's athletic

tape, a white sweater with the red
triangle of Powell River flashes in
front of the field.
She wins!

prowess is limited to track and field.
Playing in his first big match, Frank
MacDonald, a youngster who learned
all his golf right*here at home, set the
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gallery buzzing when he matched shot

Out of Suall Town Class

for shot with seasoned veterans to
finish well up in the lists of the B. C.
Amateur Golf Tournament held in

definitely out of the “small town”

Vancouver last August.

athletes come to Powell River with the

Badminton Stars, Too!
In that winter sport, badminton,
Powell River has another winner in
the person of Bert Carey. Facing the

pick of Upper Island shuttle artists
at Royston last spring, Carey won the
singles crown handily.

Awd Lacrosse

For the first time in the history. of
the town, a Powell River lacrosse team
travelled to Vancouver this fall to play

in a provincial elimination game, and
the team that defeated them by a scant

margin ended up as_ intermediate
champions of B. C.

Baseball ix the Picture
Baseball staged a great comeback
this summer, and as a home team more

than held its own against crack senior
B outfits from the city. That the boys
failed to get into the post season playoffs was entirely due to a combination
of unusual circumstances.

New concrete —
tesnis courts

built by the
Company dur-

ing the past

sumsmer. Tennis

enjoyed its best
season for many

years on the
sew Courts.

Once and for all, Powell River is
class in sport. No longer will outside

view of holding a field day. By sheer
courage and fight, the athletes of our
town have carved for themselves a
place in the provincial sports picture
that will certainly assume much larger
proportions in the summer and fall
of 1937.

BFamous Last Words
“Where do you want this big silver
star, right at the top of the tree?”

“You just stay close to me and
we'll both get into this next elevator,
crowded or not crowded.”

‘The girls made the punch, so |
guess a barrel of it won't hurt us.”

“Put your hands up, Junior, and
I'll show you how to use these new
boxing gloves.”

“Say, if you pirates think you can
collect this cover charge——

“By the way, dear, cant we just
leave your mother off our gift list this

Relis ef Pewell
River newsprint os

their way to the
waiting freighters.
The cars ave bauled

by Diesel lecie.

| Employee Smokers Prove

Popular
The third and last of the series of co-operation in producing and mainsmokers staged by the Powell River taining record outputs during the past
Company for all employees was held
in Dwight Hall on Friday, December

two months.

Se

In all, about 1400 employees at-

11th, Harry Carruthers, -General

tended the gatherings, approximately

Superintendent, acting as chairman

460 appearing at each banquet. A

and master of ceremonies. The Chair-

man introduced Mr. Harold Foley,
Executive Vice-President, and Mr.
D. A. Evans, Resident Manager, both
of whom have attended all three banquets, and who again delivered brief
addresses.

Mr. Foley outlined the general
aspect of the world newsprint situation, pointing out some of the difhculties that had faced the industry in
the last several years. However, world

econemic conditions were definitely
improving, and a more optimistic outlook was justified for our industry.

varied and well selected programme
was arranged by Mr. John McIntyre.

At the opnclusion of the smoker,
Mr. Carruthers commented on the
success of the banquets as_ gettogether affairs, and looked forward to
them as annual gatherings. He thanked

all artists and individuals who had
assisted in the programme and its
organization.

National Defence Facts
Royal Canadian Mounted Police—
Strength of Force on March 31, 1935,

The smokers, Mr. Evans stated,
were in the nature of get-together
affairs, to enable us to know each

2.573 of all ranks, viz., 91 officers;
2,148 non-com. officers and con-

other better, and to enable the management to express in some measure
its appreciation to-all ranks for their

members of the Marine Section: 15
Divisions; 419 Detachments. They
took 41,983 fingerprints.

stables; 115 special constables and 219
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Speedy Newsprint

a

OME time ago, in an English
paper trade magazine, the fol-

lowing paragraph appeared:

‘As a result of an experiment by
a Swedish newsprint manufacturer, it
has been made possible to read before

noon the latest news of the day on

paper which at dawn was still an

undisturbed tree in the forest!

This manufacturer decided to

several’ times better. Along in 1917
the Duke of Connaught was Governor-Genefal of Canada, and it so happened that His Excellency was in the
vicinity of an Eastern Canadian newsprint mill. He was conducted through

the mill. As he began his tour, the
mill crew began also to function.
They felled a pulp-wood tree, cut it

about 6.30 a.m. in the forest belonging

into lengths suitable for pulping, ran
it through the different processes and
machines, and put the resulting pulp
on to the Fourdrinier machine.

paper through the mill machinery,

newsprint it was put on a newspaper
press, and as His Excellency emerged

time the speed with which newsprint

is produced. He had a tree felled

to his paper mill. The wood was
worked up into pulp and then into

with such speed that at 9.39 a.m. the
first bale was delivered to a waiting
car, which conveyed it to the nearest
newspaper printing works, and at 1!

a.m. the newspaper was on sale in
the streets printed on the newsprint
thus manufactured.“

This is really lively work for the
Swedish mill. But Canada can go it

The Capitol, Buenos

Ajres, Argentina,

scene of recent Pan-

Americans Peace
Conference,

from

which Presidext

Roosevelt bas just
returned.

When the pulp became finished
from the mill, having spent an hour

and a half looking it over, he was
handed a newspaper and was told
that it was a tree when he entered the
mill. He was too surprised for imme-

diate utterance, but at length ejaculated a peculiarly English exclamation :

“My word!”

POWELL RIVER DIGESTER

Sir Mark Sheldon Visits Coast
Sir Mark Sheldon, Chairman of Carmichael
& Co., distributors of Powell River newsprint
in Australia and New Zealand, was a visitor to
the Pacific Coast recently. Sir Mark, who was
returning to Australia via New York and San
Francisco, was unable to visit Powell River at
this time. He stated he retained many pleasant
memories of his last trip to the plant—and hopes
to renew his acquaintance with Powell! River in
the near future.

Other visitors during the month were Mr.
Rene Deneau and Mr. Victor Coudert, of
J. F. Steele & Co., New York. Both visitors
attended the last employees’ smoker on Decem-

ber 11, and from all .accounts—and appearSir MarK SHELDON

ances—had an exuberant evening.

The Paper Makers’ Ball
Don’t forget the big event of
the year — the Annual Paper

Makers’ Ball on New Year’s Eve.

Tickets will be on sale in the
Townsite Office until December 29.
On Christmas Eve the Track
and Field Association are holding a dance in Dwight Hall—to

be featured by ten minutes of
Christmas carol singing at mid-

night. Decorations are in the
hands of the recently formed
Ladies’ Auxiliary.

Don’t miss these two big

events!

Tagging Along With the
Statistician

Canada’s pulpwood resources are

today estimated at 1,094,034,000
cords. British Columbia's reserve of

pulpwood timber is 140,000,000 cords,

or about 98 billion feet (board
measure).

British Columbia’s per capita
wealth, $3,414, is the highest in
Canada.

There are about 1,100 newspapers
printed in Canada at the present time,

including dailies, weeklies, etc. The
annual newsprint consumption of the
Dominion is about 200,000 tons. In
other words, our seven modern newsprint machines at Powell River could

supply the entire Canadian demand
for newsprint.
First newspaper in Canada was the
Halifax Gazette, established by John
Bushell in 1752.

. Canada’s total area of 3,690,043
square miles is larger than the U.S.A.
and Alaska. Canada has a total coast

line of 18,180 miles: Pacific Coast,
7,180; Hudson Bay, 6,000; Atlantic
‘Coast, 5,000 miles.

